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Dear Chairperson Miadich and Commissioners,
I encourage the commission to establish a task force to identify best practices for regulating campaign activity on social
media and digital platforms and suggest that the definition and exemptions for “news” on digital media be included in
review.
Current regulations and interpretation are encouraging a proliferation of “fake news” websites and associated social
media such as Facebook and Twitter that use a cloak of “independent news” for campaign activity.
The only difference between a “paid Blogger” and a “fake news” website is that “fake news” is exempt from disclosure
requirements and expenditure reporting by current regulation and interpretation as given in Advice Letter I‐18‐114. The
advice letter states Regulation 82025 (c)(4)(A) exempts “any Internet or electronic publication” … “that routinely carries
news and commentary of general interest” from expenditure reporting.
This “news” loophole combined with the low cost of producing digital media is being exploited for campaign activity and
avoidance of disclosure. Current digital technology has examples of automated “community news” generation,
potentially allowing any website to add a low‐cost veneer of “news” and then avoid disclosure and reporting
requirements. The use of “community news” media is apparently an effective tool to provide campaign communication
to a specific region and attract views by potential voters with the additional benefit of avoiding campaign
disclosures. The “news” is then spread further on social media such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Nextdoor. and
automated news aggregation websites. The “fake news” websites also develop subscriber lists and track user activity
that can be used for campaigns. The effectiveness of using a “fake news” website is enabled by lack of disclosure of
who is funding the site.
Several “Community news” websites operated by Singer Associates public affairs firm for its clients provide examples of
digital media with potential for campaign activity. “The Richmond Standard” (richmondstandard.com), and associated
Facebook and Twitter accounts received an outcry of deception and company propaganda to influence local
politics. (Exhibit 1, 2) The “news” writer is an account manager at Singer Associates. The Richmond Standard website
currently contains a “funded by Chevron” notation, but the postings appear in internet searches as “news” such as the
Google News Index.
The Singer Associates operation SF Bay Media also publishes the “Climate of Redwood City” (climaterwc.com)
“community news” website and is associated with a monthly print publication. The website provides no information on
the publisher or the clients funding it. Critics claim that the website is intended to provide community influence for one
or more land developers that are clients of Singer Associates.
The most deceptive of the Singer Associates websites discovered so far is “Cupertino Today” (cupertinotoday.com)
which includes a “disclosure” claiming to be the work of an independent individual. The only identification of the real
website owner was a “SingerSF” notation in the source code, which was subsequently removed when Singer Associates
was notified of a FPPC complaint. While all the postings are attributed to an unnamed “Staff Writer”, the website
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postings are still included in the Google News Index where they compete with legitimate news coverage in internet
searches. Among other posts, the Cupertino Today website featured an “endorsement” by the Cupertino Chamber of
Commerce with the campaign statements of three candidates in the 2018 Cupertino City Council election.(Exhibit
3) Sand Hill also made contributions to multiple expenditure committees that supported the same three candidates
including the Cupertino Chamber of Commerce PAC. Sand Hill Property Company likely funds the “Cupertino Today”
website just as they fund their RevitalizeValco.com website which is also created by Singer Associates. Probably not
coincidentally, the CupertinoToday.com website was started just prior to Sand Hill Property Company rolling out a
renewed effort to gain city approval of their proposed redevelopment project, after previous unsuccessful campaign
activity. A complaint that the website campaign advocacy constituted unreported and undisclosed campaign
expenditure was dismissed by the FPPC review as being an exempt “news” site.
Another “community news” website type seen to have a link to Singer Associates Public Affairs firm differs from the
wholly owned media website model but also has the potential for the use of the “news” exemption. The San Jose
Spotlight (sanjosespotlight.com) identifies the Board of Directors and the financial contributors to the non‐profit
“independent news” website, which is seemingly good. Sam Singer (believed to be same owner of Singer Associates) is
listed as a financial contributor along with other public relations firms, special interests, as well as many small
contributions from unaffiliated individual supporters. Among the Board of Directors, several are also owners of public
relations firms and the Board claims to make the determination of any conflict of interest coming contributions. The
website mostly identifies writers with occasional anonymous posts and features of some contributors. The San Jose
Spotlight published a story about a Sand Hill foe which was then repeated and hyperlinked by Singer’s
Climaterwc.com. This website “news” model has the potential to function as a shared campaign activity co‐op or pay‐
for‐play platform where the interests of contributors can be positioned and disguised as “news” without disclosure or
campaign reporting that is required of a paid blogger.
I encourage the Commissioners to start a task force to study these challenges presented by digital media platforms and
the “news” exemption with the goal to provide the public better disclosure of funding of internet campaign activity. The
current regulations and interpretation seem to be encouraging the publication of owned media “fake news” including
campaign activity. “Community news” disguised website and associated social media campaign activity have the strong
potential to influence elections in California communities and should require funding disclosure.
Sincerely,
Ed Brown
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https://www.latimes.com/business/hiltzik/la-fi-mh-a-chevron-pr-website-20140922-column.html

https://www.latimes.com/business/hiltzik/la-fi-mh-chevron-deluge-of-campaign-money-20141013column.html

https://cupertinotoday.com/2018/09/13/chamber-of-commerce/

